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1.

Abstract

Lately hydrodynamic analysis performed for moored floating units have known a little
revolution. From the typical Metocean data in directional scatter diagrams format, the industry is
moving to the regular use of hindcast data. These data are presented as a list of sea-states,
including swell, wind sea or secondary swell, wind and current data. The combination of these
effects allows a proper estimation of heading analysis for a turret moored vessel. Thus wave
loads effects can be assessed more accurately, in particular the occurrence of beam and
quartering sea conditions. As results of heading analysis one’s get the common wind and wave
directions with regards to the ship’s heading which may lead to important information regarding
safety and marine operations.
Firstly, the paper details the methodology for heading analysis and the typical required site data..
Secondly, it presents the effect of such analysis of the wave loads applied onto the vessel hull
and some applications in hull structural and fatigue calculations.
The paper follows the different steps of a typical project: review and analysis of Metocean data,
heading analysis, hydrodynamic and spectral assessment. Finally, typical structural classification
finite elements computations are described with ways to adapt them for site conditions.

2.

Hindcast data analysis

The first step of every project is the environmental conditions analysis. The results of these
analysis will then be used by most of the different studies done during the project.
In design reports, Metocean data may be given in two forms. The first one is the statistical form
(e.g. intensity versus return period), that eliminates information of simultaneous occurrence of.
waves, wind, and current. The second one is the form of “n” years hindcast data base issued by
meteorological companies.

Time series of environmental parameters are provided for 5, 10, 25 years at 3-hourly (most of the
time) intervals and include the following Metocean parameters:
-

Parameters corresponding to the lowest frequency spectral peak (sometime referred to
as swell),

-

Parameters corresponding to the highest frequency spectral peak (sometime referred
to as wind-sea),

-

Wind speed and direction,

-

Current speed and direction.

In reference [9] is presented one solution for the partitioning of waves into swells and wind-sea.
Before processing into hydro/mooring analysis, the assumptions made by the companies
provinding data should be analysed.
-

Wave described by an uni-modal or bi-modal / bi-directional spectrum (each part
representing respectively swell and wind seas),

-

Spectrum used,

-

Wave, wind and current heading (coming from or going to) and characteristics.

As some seastates present some spurious data, these ones have to be removed from the hindcast
data.
Based on the cleaned database, plots are used to assess the validity of the data. One of the most
usefull plot is steepness curves (see Figure 1). This reveals the partitioning between waves and
allows the comparison with steepness curves (ratio Hs/Tz²).

Figure 1: Hs vs. Tz (Swell front) and Hs vs. Tz (Wind Sea front)

Next, in order to assess the validity of the partitioning, a plot Tp_swell vs. Tp_windsea (see
Figure 2) may be investigate. Following example shows typical results where peak periods of the
swell are higher than peak periods of the wind sea.

Figure 2: Tp swell vs. Tp WindSea

After checking the partitioning of the waves, correlation between environmental parameters
should be looked for. An obvious correlation is the wind sea with respect to the wind. Shape of
the plot close to median line indicates a connection between elements. The graph shown on
Figure 3 could also be split according to the seasons (Figure 4 and Figure 5).

Figure 3: Hs Wind sea vs. Wind

Figure 4: Hs Wind sea vs. Wind

Figure 5: Hs Wind sea vs. Wind
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In case partitioning is well done, a weak correlation between swell intensity and wind intensity is
obtained as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Hs Swell vs. Wind Speed

Relation between a parameter (intensity, period …) versus the direction allows to validate the
data with respect to geographical parameters.

Figure 7: Hs Swell vs. Swell Direction

Figure 8: Hs Swell vs. Swell Direction

Figure 7 for example indicates that point is located far from the coast with a prevailing direction
from swell (in a channel for example). Figure 8 shows a sector without swell. This could be close
to a coast. It should be underlined that points in the sector 220°-360° are probably spurious wind
sea seastates.
Directional plots between correlated parameters allow to determine the “intensity” of this
connection. The sharpest the plot is, the closest the parameters are (see Error! Reference source
not found.).
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Figure 9: Wind Sea vs. Relative

Figure 10: 1000 Year graph

Wind Sea direction

For some Metocean analysis, 1000 years (or 10000 years) data are available. Plotting the couples
(Hs,Tz) for all data allows to get information on the extrapolation of the extreme values. On
Error! Reference source not found., it is clear that extreme values have been computed only
based on steepness curves.

3.

Heading Analysis

Heading Analysis are usually performed to obtain the heading of the vessel with respect to global
axis and then to extract the relative heading of the vessel with respect to the environmental
parameters.
Results of these calculations are used for long term and short term computations of
hydrodynamic parameters (wave bending moment, wave shear forces, relative wave elevations,
accelerations, motions ...). Actual link between heading analysis and hydrodynamic computation
is performed by the mean of Fata, BV in house software. The heading analysis itself is performed
by the help of Ariane 3-Dynamic software, which allow to combine wind, current and waves
loads.
Description of the mooring pattern is not fundamental for the simulation of each seastate but
recommended. However, as heading is computed over 3-hours duration (mean heading computed
for each seastate of the hindcast data base), real stiffness of the mooring pattern could avoid
some errors.
Mandatory required data are generally the wind coefficients, wind areas, current coefficients, the
characteristics of the vessel (draft, length, beam …), QTFs (coming from hydrodynamic
software, such as BV-Hydrostar), Added mass, Damping, Metocean parameters…

Optional data could also be required such as mooring lines description (length, composition, …),
anchors positions, pretension in lines at fairlead, water depth, position of the fairlead

Time domain simulation
All environmental parameters (swell, wind sea, current and wind) are taken into account during
the simulations. Mean heading is computed for each seastate based on low frequency time
simulation over 3-hours after a transient time depending of the studied vessel.
As mean drift force are of interest, effect of the seed for wave or wind spectrum is not to be
considered.
Heading Analysis Results
Attention must be given on the fact that software could give equilibrium position that is not the
most stable. In the case of turret moored vessel (majority of mooring pattern encountered in
heading analysis), some “wrong” static position can be found at the beginning of the simulation.

For example, static position with all environmental parameters in line coming from stern can be
found instead of parameters coming from bow.
In some cases, after a time simulation (variable), the vessel could turn around its mooring point
to reach the “normal” steady position.
In the worst case, the “wrong” initial static position can subsists during a long time simulation
(more than 3 hours). That is the reason why it is recommended not to use only the static position
given by mooring software to perform heading analysis.

Result of the total heading analysis is a time serie of heading of the vessel relative to global axis
system (generally North, depending of the model).
Then, this time serie - one result per seastate (time step depending on the database) – is extracted
to be post treated relatively to waves heading.
After having performed the heading analysis, some graphs are interesting to be plotted.
Among these, heading of the vessel relative to environmental parameter is probably the most
important.

Figure 11: Vessel Heading Relative to North

Figure 12: Vessel Heading Relative to Wind
Direction

Figure 11 could be compared to the site position. For previous example, the position of the vessel
on a west coast gives parameters to check results.
In Figure 12, it is important to precise how relative heading is computed. Such graph could
permit to give information such as position of the flare, position of equipment onboard.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 represent the heading of the vessel relative to swell and wind-sea
direction. Conclusion is that vessel is governed by wind-sea and not by swell (in this case).

Figure 13: Vessel heading vs. swell direction

Figure 14: Vessel heading vs. wind sea direction

Another interesting graph to be plotted is the absolute heading of the vessel in polar coordinate.
All lines connecting two following time step results should be in the vicinity of the circle and not
crossing the circle (large change of direction probably due to wrong heading result or spurious
seastate).

Figure 15: Heading Analysis with sudden change (inversion)

Figure 16: Heading Analysis with smooth variation –

– Probably wrong

Probably correct

For some projects, on-site records are available and should be compared with heading analysis
results. Some examples are given hereafter:

Figure 17: Comparison Heading analysis vs.

Figure 18: Comparison Heading Analysis vs. Excursion

Excursion monitoring system

monitoring system

Previous comparison Figure 17 gives correct results. It should be underlined that some data are
missing around the 24 of July for the on-site data. Moreover, on-site data are given every minute
and heading analysis is performed every 3-hour (due to database time step).
Example Figure 18 shows some spurious cases due to inverted heading of the vessel.
Attention should be care on the fact that vessel could have some temporary periods with heading
forced by tug (for maintenance for example), offloading sequences...

Analysis of parameters time series
The results of the heading analysis are often used to compute motion time series. Motion
response can be computed for each sea-state. Then, motion time serie over 10 (or 20, 25) years
can be analysed.

Figure 19: Roll response over several years

Figure 20: Roll response over 12 days

Figure 19 shows the roll response of the vessel over several years. Analysis of the maxima can
be correlated with the season (depending of the hemisphere).
Time serie over lower time duration (1 week) give information on the continuity of the results. If
points are not in accordance with previous and following, results of the heading analysis is
probably wrong (see Figure 20).

Disambiguation of spurious points
When plotting Metocean parameters in function of relative heading, some spurious points can
occur (for example, points surrounded in red in Figure 21).

Figure 21: Wind Velocity vs. Vessel Heading

These points can have a statistical significance and correspond to exceptional events in the
distribution of the values of the Metocean parameters. They can correspond to spurious or odd
events in the hindcast data. First, the Metocean conditions must be recomputed to determine the
validity of the odd points. Afterward, one way to determine whether these points have a
statistical significance is to examine the distribution of the value of the analyzed parameter per
heading.

4.

Hydrodynamic Analysis

In this paper, the hydrodynamic computation itself will not be detailed. By hydrodynamic
computations we mean the way to assess hull specific behaviour (motions, accelerations &
waveloads) of the hull using radiation-diffraction methods. The outputs of such analysis are
RAOs (Response Amplitude Operator). These RAOs are then analysed through spectral analysis
in order to get the site and hull specific waveloads. Additional information can be found in [11].

5.

Spectral analysis

The structural analysis needs as input the response of the ship at a certain Return Period (RP). In
principle, the response should be obtained by cumulative Long Term (LT) statistics requiring
extrapolation of Metocean data. In lieu of such analysis, Short Term analysis is carried out using
the short term extremes sea-states in each direction.

Short Term & Long term calculation

In the philosophy of a short term calculation, a single sea state is considered representative of the
Metocean condition to be encountered, and the response of the unit of this sea-state is considered
representative of the extreme response. In a long term calculation, each sea state is taking into
account in the unit response.
This type of study in necessary for fatigue study and is generally considered more accurate for
extreme response.
The LT response is then obtained by cumulative long term statistics with BV software, FATA.
The summation over all spectrums is made. Given a sea-state and assuming a Rayleigh
distribution of maximum, the probability associated to a response level S is equal to:
2
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The number of cycle, over all the seastates, associated to a given response level S is equal to:
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Where:
-

T the average duration of a sea-state (3h)

-

p ( S H S , TP ) the probability of a given stress level S within a sea-state characterize
by the wave significant height Hs and the peak period Tp

(

)

-

p H Si , TPj the probability to encounter the sea-state Hsi, Tpj

-

RTE TPj the mean period of the response for a sea-state with a peak period of Tpj

( )

6.

Bureau Veritas FPSO Structural methodology

Once the final waveloads computed we can start structural loading. This first chapter gives an
overview of structural computation in BV. The next chapter will make the link with
hydrodynamic loads.

Bureau Veritas approach is based on the analysis of the stress level acting in the structure (for
yielding, buckling and fatigue strengths) and on its verification according to permissible stresses
ratios. The evaluation is carried out including:

 3D FEM coarse mesh models to evaluate stresses and buckling behaviour.
 3D fine meshes analysis to complete the necessary structural analysis of primary structural
members from 3D coarse mesh.

 Fatigue analysis for connections details
It should be noted that definition of coarse mesh is changing now in Bureau Veritas Rules in
order to harmonize offshore Rules with Common Structural Rules for bulk carriers and double
hull tankers (IACS).

Typical FPSO loading patterns from loading sequences are used for fatigue analysis. While
yielding and buckling analysis can be performed for special loading conditions (inspection,
repair LC…)
For all FPSO calculations, site conditions are applied.
At the end, the following criteria will be considered to identify elements which do not comply
with the Rules criteria for intended operation as FPSO:

 Elements with stress ratio above 1.00 do not comply with the applied criteria.
 Elements with stress ratio between 0.975 and 1.00 are considered as suspects areas.
 Elements with ratio less than 0.975 comply with applied criteria.
Calculations are performed at both tanker and FPSO stages. Tanker phase gives an overview of
the structural integrity of the original vessel against the newest set of Rules. The conclusions of
such study can lead the pre-dry-dock inspections directly to the most critical areas. This study
may also help to determine the level of criticality of elements found critical in FPSO or tanker
phase.

As part of tanker phase, an accumulated damage is also calculated, based on the available trading
history of the ship.
On the other hand, the FPSO assessment enables to define where renewals or reinforcements will
be needed either because of ageing of the structure (corrosion, accumulated damage…) either
because of its new use of FPSO (loading/unloading sequence, site conditions…)
This VeriSTAR approach is generally preceded of a 2D analysis, performed in Mars BV
software. Mars enables to check longitudinal elements and transverse bulkhead against BV Rules
for both hull girder and local scantlings.

Figure 22: 2D Sections

The 3D models can be either a set of partial models (called 3-holds models) to assess separately
each tank either a Complete Ship Model (CSM).
3-holds models are used at first stage of project, to quickly and efficiently assess the strength of
the cargo region. They are generally linked to fix load cases defined in the Classification
Societies Rules.
However offshore engineers are used to adapt these load cases to offshore projects and their
particular wave behaviour (like spread or turret mooring, specific site conditions, etc…)
Finally it is now a common practise to model the whole unit, from transom to bow. These
models generally tolerate a higher flexibility for the loads to use. If this flexibility allows a better
representation of the actual wave loads, it is also synonymous of a lot more of loading conditions
to run, increase the time of the computations and post-treatment.

Figure 23: 3-holds coarse mesh model

Figure 24: Complete Ship coarse mesh model

(including deck fine mesh)

7.

Hydro to Structure

Once hydrodynamics waveloads computed with the state of the art methods, hydrodynamic
engineers and structural engineers need to decide how these waveloads should be used in the
structural assessment.
Several types of analysis are performed using direct waveloads computations:

 Hull structure analysis
 Topsides structure analysis
These two cases include both extreme conditions for yielding and buckling check and fatigue
conditions

 Sloshing loads on hull structure
 Green waters effects
 Slamming
These 3 analyses may also require hydro-elastic methods. This means that stiffness of the
structure should be taken into account in the hydrodynamic analysis. These methods if already
applied for several ship and offshore designs are still quite exceptional studies.

 Mooring and offset analysis
 Motions analysis
 Etc…

Wave loads as described in ship Rules
On the contrary of traditional offshore engineering, naval architects are not used to apply directly
computed wave loads on hull structure. The common way to design a hull is to apply wave loads
from Rules (Classification Rules, mainly based on IACS unified requirements with regards to
wave loads).
These loads are issued from North Atlantic waves conditions, recognised as the worst area for a
ship to sail. A hull design with these loads should then be able to sail all around the world
without any restrictions.
It should however be noted that a few exceptions exist, mainly for shuttle tankers operating
continuously in harsh conditions like in North Sea, or in North Pacific.
For ships sailing in mild environment, classification societies also developed navigation
notations, which limit the areas where the ship is able to sail (tropical waters, sheltered waters,
etc…). These navigation notations are simple coefficient applying to the IACS North Atlantic
waveloads.

The Rules always define a set of load cases to be applied on the hull structure. For example
Bureau Veritas Rules defined 4 basic load cases which combine the following effects of the
waves:

- Vertical bending moment
- Horizontal bending moment
- Vertical shear forces
- Torsion
- Accelerations
- Elevation of the waves as view per the hull

The difficulty of the combination is to know which loads are correlated with the other. For
example, it is quite obvious that maximum vertical accelerations will not happen at the same
time than maximum horizontal acceleration. While vertical bending moment is maximum at the
same time than the crest wave pressure on the side shell.

Wave loads in load case “Acrest” & “Atrough”

Wave loads in load case “C”

Wave loads in load case “B”

Wave loads in load case “D”

Figure 25: BV Combinations of waveloads.
Extracted from the Offshore Rules, Part D, Chapter 1, Section 5

It is also a challenge to define the values of secondary wave loads when trying to maximise one
of them. For example to evaluate the wave vertical bending moment to be applied, when
maximising wave horizontal bending moment. Rules defines default coefficient for these
combinations.

Application of hydrodynamic wave loads on structural models
As for all engineering studies, it is possible to define different methods, depending of course of
what it is the purpose of the study or of the schedule of the project. But it may also depend of the
quality of available data.

BV keeping Rules load cases.
The simplest methods keep the Rules load cases for basis. These methods are quick to put in
place, using Rules Finite Element Software like VeriSTAR Hull.
They do not require complex interactions between structural and hydrodynamic analysis.

At first stage of FPSO projects, it is quite common to perform structural analysis by just applying
a single coefficient to Rules wave loads. This can even be done without hydrodynamic
computations, based on the experience of offshore engineers for well-known areas (like West
Africa, Brazil).
These methods should be used with care and only to pre-project analysis, before any better
hydrodynamic results are available.

When hydrodynamic results are known, it is then possible to tune the Rules load cases wave
loads by wave loads.
For example in the load case maximising the transversal accelerations, the site transversal
accelerations is combined with the site vertical accelerations multiply with the Rules coefficient
for this load case.
This method is known as conservative for extreme computations. However it presents limitations
mainly in 2 cases:

 Fatigue issues, because of the difficulties to combine load cases results on a long term
approach.

 Exceptional waves, like cyclones when Rules combination of waves loads may not be
realistic.
Direct transfer of wave loads on the structural model is then the next possible step.

Direct transfer
The most common direct transfer is used for Spectral fatigue analysis. In this method, basic data
from radiation-diffraction analysis are applied directly to the structural model: accelerations and
pressure of waves.
At the end of the structural we get stresses RAOs, exactly like RAOs define in the first part of
this paper.
It is then possible to follow the spectral computation defines in the section 5 to get probability of
each stress cycle. These stress cycles and their probabilities are then summed using MinerPalmgren formula to get final damage of the details and so fatigue life.
The Spectral Fatigue Analysis takes into account the exact site conditions and the relative
heading of the vessel. It is known as the most up-to-date fatigue methods for ship details.
Apart from the huge numbers of calculations to define stresses RAOs, this methodology is
limited by the linear assumptions done in spectral domain. Even if corrective methods exist, it is
still difficult to interpret results on side shell area, where the wave pressure discontinuity has not
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Figure 26: Example of stress RAOs for representative heading. Each node required
hydrodynamic computation, transfer to structural model and run of FEM.

It is also possible to perform time domain analysis. This is mainly used for extreme
computations, or with specific waves.
In this case the first is to define the wave, defined by its height, length and phase that should be
computed. Then hydrodynamic software can issue wave pressure all along the hull and hull
girder accelerations to be applied on the structural FEM.

This methodology avoids spectral assumptions which are not always easy to apply on a structural
model. The main point of this methodology is to select the wave to be run. It is always easy to
use RAOs to select the most critical wave for one effect. However it is much more difficult to be
sure that this wave will be the most critical once combining all the loads it generates.

Limit of transfer
The main point of transferring hydrodynamic results to structural is the difference of
fundamental assumptions in both methodologies. They are particularly critical for



Viscosity, which is difficult to take into account in structural FEM models



Linearity again wave height, which basic assumptions in hydrodynamics, but quite
difficult to apply on structural assessment of side shell area.

Viscosity
While hydrodynamic analysis take into account the viscosity of the liquid, viscosity is not easily
added to structural finite element models (FEM). If the viscosity can be omitted for longitudinal
waveloads, it is an important input for beam sea cases, where roll motion and acceleration are the
some of the main parameters for the computation of



Transversal acceleration,



Wave pressure on side shell in beam sea cases,



Horizontal bending moment.

Viscosity and in particular roll damping calibration is already a challenge for hydrodynamic
analysis. It becomes even more complicated when transferring to structural finite element model,
which in naval architecture does generally not include viscosity capabilities.
For a structural computation it is reasonable assumptions to neglect the viscosity (except in way
of particular appendix such as bilge keel). However in case of direct transfer of wave loads from
hydrodynamic to structural FEM the loads will not be equilibrated, which is not acceptable.
Several methods have been developed to solve this problem. Bureau Veritas spectral fatigue
methodology is applying equivalent forces on the bilge keel to model viscosity effect.

Linearity with regard to wave height

Another point is the linear assumptions of hydrodynamic computation versus the wave height.
Most of the hydrodynamic calculations are not time simulation but spectral simulations (for
computation time reasons). They consider the waveloads as a linear function of the wave height.
Applying such assumptions for a structural model would lead to wrong results in way of side
shell, where the wave pressure is not proportional to the wave height. The following picture
shows the two types of waves.
However this assumption is relatively correct for details far from the side shell.

Linear wave pressures as used in spectral

Non linear pressure as needed for time domain

hydrodynamic analysis

structural analysis

Several methods exist to compensate this assumption. In particular Bureau Veritas recommends
to compute the effect of the missing pressures on a separate model. The stress correction
obtained is then applied to the stress RAOs.

8.

Conclusions

To conclude this paper the authors would like to highlight the increase and generalization of high
level technical computation for offshore projects, including fast track conversion projects. This
increase in the number of studies has transferred existing tools and methodologies from research
departments to engineering common practice. It has also highlighted points where the industry
need to improve its standard like for Metocean data, whose quality is not always at the level of
the expected following studies , or areas where research and returns of experience are still to be
gathered.

Nowadays tools and methodologies are available to analyze site data and compute accurate
waveloads for a specific hull design. And these waveloads are now used at different levels in
structural extremes and fatigue computations.
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